
broadest similarity between learning and
neural development: the recruitment of
cellular programs of growth by signaling
molecules.

These cellular programs can include al-
terations in the display of cell surface adhe-
sion molecules. For example, long-term
sensitization training in Aplysia causes a
transcription-dependent down-regulation
of NCAM-related cell adhesion molecules
on the surface of sensory neurons (18). If
this were generally the case, then in a
sense, Sperry's circle is squared. Activity
initiated by experience could lead to the
release of signaling molecules that engage
transcriptional control mechanisms, which
modulate cell surface receptors so as to
regulate cell-cell interactions.

The development of stem cell tech-
niques for homologous recombination in
mice (19) has provided a useful tool for
testing genetically whether a particular
mechanism is important for LTP in the
hippocampus of the adult organism and
whether LTP in the hippocampus is causal-
ly required for learning (20). These gene
ablation methods can now be extended to
determine whether synaptic modulation
during development resembles memory
storage only phenotypically or whether they
actually share common molecular mecha-
nisms (20). We should therefore soon be in
a position to see whether solutions to the
problems of learning and memory will yield,
as an extra bonus, insights into synapse
development and vice versa. If the study of
learning and synapse development prove to
be mutually reinforcing on the molecular
level, then the Decade of the Brain, which
we hope will relate molecules to mind, will
be off to a particularly good start.
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areas concerned with stimulus orientation
respond in relation to working memory for
the orientation of visual stimuli (3); the
responses of neurons in the inferior temporal
cortex, which is important for visual dis-
crimination, change as visual objects be-
come more familiar (4); and prefrontal and
posterior parietal areas concerned with spa-
tial relations contain neurons that respond
in relation to working memory for spatial
location (5). Likewise in humans and ani-
mals, lesions of the cerebellum, a motor
control structure, impair the acquisition of
classically conditioned motor responses (6);
lesions or disease of portions of the striatum,
which normally functions in sensorimotor
integration, impair stimulus-response learn-
ing of habits (7, 8); lesions of inferior tem-
poral cortex, an area important for visual
discrimination, impair visual recognition
and associative memory (8, 9); and lesions of
superior temporal cortex, an area important
for auditory discrimination, impair auditory
recognition memory (10).

The medial temporal lobe is a major site of
multimodal convergence, and it contains
neurons that are sensitive to the configuration
of many environmental stimuli as well as to
the behavioral context in which events occur
(11); thus, it is not surprising that this region
is critical for forming long-term explicit mem-
ories (8, 12), which depend on just this sort of
configurational information. Although the ul-
timate storage sites for explicit memories ap-
pear to be in the cortex, the medial temporal
lobe plays a critical enabling, or buffering, role
necessary for storage to take place. The hip-
pocampus, ventromedial temporal cortex,
and amygdala may each make selective con-
tributions to explicit memory in the medial
temporal lobe (13).

With such an abundance of memory
mechanisms, are there any common physi-
ological underpinnings? Neuronal record-
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ings in animals suggest at least four ways in
which neuronal activity is altered during
formation or expression of memory traces
(see figure): tuning, adaptive filtering, sus-
tained activation, and association.

Tuning mechanisms come into play as a
result of sensory experience. Frequency-
selective neurons in auditory cortex of an-
imals classically conditioned to specific
tones, for example, tend to shift their pre-
ferred frequency to that of the conditioned
stimulus (14). Likewise, animals taught tac-
tile discriminations develop enlarged repre-
sentations of the relevant portion of their
body in somatosensory cortex, and, in some
cases, the receptive fields of neurons in that
region sharpen (15). The most extreme
changes in cortical maps occur when part of
the peripheral sensory system is removed
(such as in limb deafferentation), causing
expansion of the representation of remain-
ing parts (16). Tuning mechanisms are

A neuron After
that initially experience
responds to with

Tuning A or M
Adaptive or -
filtering -r

Sustained
activation

Association A A +

Mechanisms of memory. Four ways in which
modified during the formation or expression of me

is needed for working memory. For exam-
ple, in posterior parietal and prefrontal
cortex, neurons that respond to a visual
stimulus presented at a particular spatial
location remain activated when the stimu-
lus is no longer present, as long as the
monkey holds that location "in mind" (5).
Comparable results have been reported for
some inferior temporal neurons when mon-
keys hold the visual memories of objects in
mind (18) and in several sensorimotor
structures when animals delay a particular
behavioral response. Such processes proba-
bly contribute to associative recall (see
below) as well as to working memory.

Finally, associative mechanisms are en-
gaged as a result of pairings of different
sensory stimuli. If two arbitrary visual stim-
uli occur repeatedly within a short time of
each other, neurons in temporal cortex will
tend to respond to both of them more
commonly than would be expected by

chance pairings of re-
sponses (19). Another

Now example is in the rep-
responds resentation of the

to hand in somesthetic
cortex, in which neu-
rons normally respond
to stimulation of just

A one finger. However,
if two fingers are sur-
gically attached, so

ooqw that they are frequent-
ly stimulated at the

*
orM same time, neurons

A* or * will begin to respond
to stimulation of

neuronal activity is both (15). Associative
Emory traces. mechanisms may also

interact with sustained
activation ones. When

likely involved in perceptual learning, such monkeys are taught
as learning to hear the individual words in stimulus B, for exa
continuous speech or to feel the letters in causes a sustained;
Braille text after practice and experience. neurons that woul(

In adaptive filtering, incoming sensory to B (20).
information is filtered by neurons according One way of loo
to how similar it is to information already filtering, and asso(
held in either short- or long-term memory. they provide a I
In monkeys, for example, some of the neu- "knowledge" into t
rons in inferior temporal cortex that respond Tuning mechanisn
selectively to particular object features, such porate knowledge
as color or shape, give their best response to of the environmer
objects that contain those features but which be used for tempor
are new, unexpected, or not recently seen tive mechanisms f
(4, 17). As new stimuli become familiar, vation provides a
synaptic weights in the cortex adjust so that this incorporated
the neuronal response is dampened, a case of original informatio
"familiarity breeding contempt" for neuronal An exciting d
responses. Adaptive filtering may be critical year is the potenti
for several behaviorally defined memory ferent memory
mechanisms, including long-term memory, positron emission t
working memory, and repetition priming. activity in human

In sustained activation, neurons are ac- (21), subjects askei
tivated when previously stored information activation of the

t that stimulus A predicts
ample, presentation of A
activation of some of the
Id normally respond only

)king at tuning, adaptive
ciative processes is that
means of incorporating
the structure of the brain.
as can be used to incor-
of the physical structure
it, adaptive filtering can
ral structure, and associa-
for both. Sustained acti-
means for working with
knowledge, when the

in is no longer present.
Development of the past
ial for distinguishing dif-
mechanisms by using
tomography to map brain
is. In one recent study
d to recall words showed
right medial temporal

lobe, suggesting the sustained activation of
neurons in this region. By contrast, subjects
who viewed word fragments from a list of
words that they had seen before showed less
activation of the temporal cortex than
when they viewed new fragments, suggest-
ing that neuronal responses to the familiar
words were suppressed due to the operation
of the adaptive filtering mechanism in tem-
poral cortex. Another study measured brain
activation while subjects learned a visuo-
motor pursuit task and found that some of
the same cortical areas normally involved
in the performance of the task (motor and
supplementary motor cortex) showed in-
creased activation during learning (22).

The linkage of activation and lesion stud-
ies with physiological analyses, and the sub-
sequent linkage of the physiological studies
with cellular and molecular approaches,
hold great promise for elucidating the myriad
of memory mechanisms in the human brain.
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